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download these slides, lecture notes & exercises at:

https://Wuidmech.ninja/

These lecture notes are based on textbooks by White [2],
Çengel & al.[3], Munson & al.[4], and de Nevers [1].
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Take-away slide for Chapter 2

1 3 balance equations:
mass, momentum, energy

2 net eUect = leaving - entering
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1 Motivation
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The Wow already exists:

we calculate what is happening,
using measurement data
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2 One-dimensional Wow
problems
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:System control volume integral analysis.svg
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
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Find out what is happening to the system

using measurements
on borders of control volume
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3 Balance of mass

∼ Wuid mech’s hot potato ∼
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can’t get rid of mass
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dmsys

dt
= 0 = d

dt
mCV + ṁnet (2/1)

The time change of the system’s mass = 0

= the rate of change of mass inside the CV

+ the net mass Wow at the borders of the CV
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Steady Wow? dmCV/dt = 0.

0 = Σṁincoming + Σṁoutgoing (2/2)

The time rate of creation (or destruction) of mass

= the sum of incoming mass Wows (negative terms)

+ the sum of outgoing mass Wows (positive terms)
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Note the weird sign convention!

0 = ṁin 1 + ṁout 1

0 = − |ṁ|in 1 + |ṁ|out 1
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Rho vee aaaah

substitute ṁ = �V⟂A:

0 = Σ [�V⟂A]incoming + Σ [�V⟂A]outgoing
(2/3)

∙ For steady Wow through a considered volume.
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Example with two inlets and two outlets:

0 = − (�|V⟂|A)in 1 − (�|V⟂|A)in 2

+ (�|V⟂|A)out 1 + (�|V⟂|A)out 2
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One inlet, one outlet?

(�|V⟂|A)1 = (�|V⟂|A)2 (2/4)
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Photo US Navy (1961, public domain) 23|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:F-4B_VF-74_taking_off_1961.jpg
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:F-4E_Phantom_-_RIAT_2016_(27746406413).jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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Danger

(�|V⟂|A)1 = (�|V⟂|A)2

“if A increases, then V must decrease”

oder?
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Possibly Wrong Fluid Mech

1 only true if � remains constant.
OK for water Wows. No heat transfer, no
expansion!
Supersonic Wow: A ↘ can lead to V ↘
because � ↗.
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Possibly Wrong Fluid Mech

2 There is no causal relationship.
A2 ↘ may mean V2 ↗, but. . .
nothing guarantees A2V2 remains
constant! (maybe ṁ ↘).
Increases in velocity are not “for free”:
they require force be applied and energy
be spent.
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Are you using the mass balance equation to
predict velocity?

→ also ask yourself: what force, what
power required?
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4 Balance of momentum
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What force is applied to the Wuid for it to
travel?
→ a momentum balance equation

d(mV⃗sys)
dt

= F⃗net =
d
dt (mV⃗)CV

+ (ṁV⃗)net
(2/5)

The change of momentum of the Wuid as it transits = F⃗net

= the rate of change of momentum the CV

+ the net Wow of momentum through the boundaries of the CV
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Steady Wow?

F⃗net = Σ(ṁV⃗)incoming
+ Σ(ṁV⃗)outgoing

(2/6)

The net force applying on the Wuid

= the sum of incoming momentum Wows (with negative ṁ)

+ the sum of outgoing momentum Wows (with positive ṁ)
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Note the sign convention:

F⃗net = (ṁV⃗)in
+ (ṁV⃗)out

F⃗net = − (|ṁ|V⃗)in
+ (|ṁ|V⃗)out
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Rho vee aaaah veeee

substitute ṁ = �V⟂A:

F⃗net on Wuid = Σ [�V⟂AV⃗]incoming

+Σ [�V⟂AV⃗]outgoing(2/7)

∙ For steady Wow through a considered volume,
∙ where V⟂ is negative inwards, positive outwards.
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Example with one inlet and one outlet:

F⃗net = (�V⟂AV⃗)in
+ (�V⟂AV⃗)out

F⃗net = − (�|V⟂|AV⃗)in
− (�|V⟂|AV⃗)out
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Simple case with one inlet (point 1) and one
outlet (point 2):

F⃗net = |ṁ| (V⃗2 − V⃗1) (2/8)

Three remarks:
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1 This is really three equations:

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

Fnetx = |ṁ| (V2x − V1x)
Fnety = |ṁ| (V2y − V1y)
Fnetz = |ṁ| (V2z − V1z)

(2/9)
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2 There are two reasons why F⃗net ≠ 0⃗:
∙ V⃗2 longer or shorter than V⃗1

∙ V⃗2 has diUerent direction than V⃗1
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Photo by James Norman, U.S. Navy (public domain) 41|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:US Navy 110723-N-SD300-026 Damage Controlman Fireman Michael Rodriguez, right, instructs Information Systems Technician 2nd Class Bobby Bayron on p.jpg


Photo by Matthew Cole, U.S. Navy (public domain) 42|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:U.S. Navy Chief Master-at-Arms Marlon Thomas, foreground, practices hose handling techniques during firefighting training aboard the guided missile cruiser USS Hue City (CG 66) in the Arabian Sea May 1, 2013 130501-N-ER662-124.jpg


V2 longer than V1

Photo by Jon Marzullo, U.S. Navy (public domain) 43|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:Sailors practice firefighting in Timor-Leste. (9623221318).jpg


V⃗2 diUerent direction than V⃗1

Figure CC-by-sa by U:Tosaka 44|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:Jet engine F135(STOVL variant)'s thrust vectoring nozzle N.PNG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


3 No cause-eUect relationship.
We have no way to know what F⃗net is
made of — exact mechanism “hidden” in
the control volume
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5 Energy conservation

∼ this ain’t Star Wars ∼
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dEuniverse
dt

= 0
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Energy is forever! ♥

The net change of the Wuid energy can only
come from speciVc transfers

How can we write them all out?
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dmesys
dt

= Σ (Q̇ + Ẇ) = d
dt
(me)CV + (ṁe)net

(2/11)

The change of energy of the Wuid as it transits

= the sum of powers as heat and work

= the rate of change of energy inside the CV

+ the net energy Wow at the borders of the CV
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What is the net power made of?

Σ (Q̇ + Ẇ) = Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net + Ẇinjection

(2/12)

= Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net −(ṁ
p
�)net
(2/13)
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Figure CC-0 o.c. 51|82
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What is the speciVc energy e made of?

e ≡ i + ek + ep (2/16)

i internal energy (∼ Temperature)
ek kinetic energy
ep potential energy
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Steady Wow?

Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net + Ẇinjection = (ṁe)net
Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net = (ṁe)net +(ṁ

p
�)

Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net = [ṁ(i + p
� +

1
2
V2 + gz)]

net
(2/17)
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Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net = Σ [ṁ(i + p
� +

1
2
V2 + gz)]

in

+Σ [ṁ(i + p
� +

1
2
V2 + gz)]

out
(2/18)

∙ For steady Wow through a considered volume,
∙ where ṁ = �V⟂A is negative inwards, positive

outwards.
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With one inlet and one outlet:

Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net = |ṁ| [Δi + Δ
p
� + Δ(

1
2
V2

) + Δ(gz)]
(2/19)

Great! Except. . .
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Thermodynamicists don’t know everything.

1 That’s a lot of terms (5 each side).
Hard to predict how energy balances out!
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Thermodynamicists don’t know everything.

2 The terms are disproportionate.
increase speed of water from 30 to 100
km/h (Δek)
. . . same as +0,1 ◦C temperature (Δi)
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What if you took the energy equation,

and simply remove all the things you don’t
like about it?
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6 The Bernoulli equation

∼ you have been warned ∼
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Why deal with the complexities of real life?

1 Steady Wow.
(ok, we had this already)

2 Incompressible Wow.
� constant.

3 No heat or work transfer.
Q̇net and Ẇshaft, net are zero.

4 No friction.
No energy loss, and i = cst.

5 One-dimensional Wow.
One known inlet, one known outlet
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Q̇net + Ẇshaft, net = Σ [ṁ(i + p
� +

1
2
V2 + gz)]

in

+Σ [ṁ(i + p
� +

1
2
V2 + gz)]

out

∙ For steady Wow through a considered volume,
∙ where ṁ = �V⟂A is negative inwards, positive

outwards.
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0 + 0 = Σ [ṁ(icst. +
p
�cst.

+ 1
2
V2 + gz)]

in

+Σ [ṁ(icst. +
p
�cst.

+ 1
2
V2 + gz)]

out
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The Bernoulli Equation

(p + 1
2
�V2 + �gz)

1

= (p + 1
2
�V2 + �gz)

2
(2/20)

Describes the properties of one particle in a
steady, incompressible, frictionless Wow
with no energy transfer.
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Let me insist:

1 Steady Wow.
→ no transient eUects, no unsteadiness
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Let me insist:

2 Incompressible Wow.
→ No Wow at M > 0,6
→ No compressor, no turbine, no nozzle
or diUuser
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Let me insist:

3 No heat or work transfer.
→ No machine of any kind
(pump, turbine, combustion chambers,
coolers, hair dryer etc.)
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Let me insist:

4 No friction.
→ Ugh! No turbulence, no shear, no
viscous eUects
we can’t come close to any object!
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Let me insist:

5 One dimensional Wow.
→ we must already know where the Wuid
is traveling

the Bernoulli equation cannot predict the
trajectory of Wuid particles.
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Can I use Bernoulli here?

Photo CC-by by Flickr User:lasta29 70|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:ANA Wings, DHC-8-400, JA460A (18154109665).jpg
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Can Bernoulli describe this?

Photo CC-by-sa by Commons User:Silar 71|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:Aerobatic_Yakers_-_Air_Bandits_%2C_Air_Show_Bielsko-Bia%C5%82a_%282009%29.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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Can Bernoulli describe this?

Photo by Ryan Callaghan, US Air Force (public domain) 72|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:Inverted 151106-F-NI493-502.jpg


Can Bernoulli even explain this?

Photo CC-by by Amy Stanley 73|82

https://www.flickr.com/photos/aboutamy/9393569695/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/deed.en
https://secure.flickr.com/people/aboutamy


The Bernoulli Equation with losses

(p + 1
2
�V2 + �gz)

1

= (p + 1
2
�V2 + �gz)

2

+ Δploss
(2/21)

Magic!
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How to make any wrong equation true?

2 + 3 = 4 + Δploss

Magic!
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∙ Are you sure the Vve conditions apply?
∙ Are you sure the Δploss is safely
estimated?

∙ If not, go back to the energy equation!
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It’s not Daniel’s fault

∙ Hydrodynamica (1738) was a seminal
piece

∙ “Energy” term not coined before 1829
(vaguely), formally in 1865

∙ In 1738, the fastest thing on the planet
was a horse

∙ Daniel’s dad was an a******
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Bernoulli family tree

Diagram CC-by-sa by Wikipedia contributors 78|82

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


cover page 1738 (public domain) 79|82

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/file:File:HYDRODYNAMICA,_Danielis_Bernoulli.png


Take-away slide for Chapter 2

1 3 balance equations:
mass, momentum, energy

2 net eUect = leaving - entering
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download these slides, lecture notes & exercises at:

https://Wuidmech.ninja/

These lecture notes are based on textbooks by White [2],
Çengel & al.[3], Munson & al.[4], and de Nevers [1].
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